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The non-factoid question answering system (QAS) responds to an input question by fetching an answer from a question answering (QA) database. The existing non-factoid QASs still cannot well adapt to specific professional domains due to the lack of domain knowledge. Aiming at this problem, this paper proposes a domain-specific non-factoid QAS by combining information retrieval technique and deep neural network. First, it extracts professional terms from the domain-specific documents. The professional terms can be used as an important source of domain knowledge. Second, it trains a deep Siamese neural network for semantically matching the questions. Finally, it queries and ranks the candidate answers based on the professional terms and the deep Siamese neural network. We conducted experiments based on two real domain-specific QA databases, and the experiment results have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed QAS.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of question answering system (QAS) is similar to that of information retrieval system (IRS), which attempts to return documents satisfying the information need of a user based on an entered natural language query. However, in IRS, the user enters several keywords and IRS returns a large collection of documents. In QAS, the user enters a question and QAS comes up with a concise answer. For a QAS, the returned answers can be factoid or non-factoid. A factoid answer is usually a simple fact represented as a keyword or a concept [1], while a non-factoid answer is typically a longer readable document [2].

Since non-factoid answers contain richer information, non-factoid QAS is more suitable for professional domains, which often need more detailed information to clarify the professional questions. Most existing non-factoid QASs are implemented based on search techniques [2, 3]. Typically, they firstly analyze and understand the entered question, and then query similar candidate questions from a question answering (QA) database, e.g., frequent asked question (FAQ) and community question answering (CQA) [2]. Finally, they rank the candidate questions and return the answers corresponding to the
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Although the existing non-factoid QASs have achieved satisfied performance on several evaluation tasks (e.g., TREC [4], CLEF [5], NTCIR [6], etc.), they still cannot well adapt to the specific professional domains due to the following reasons. First, most domain-specific questions contain professional terms, which are essential for understanding the questions. For example, there is a real question in our dataset: “What types of projects need to conduct the environment impact assessment?” Here, environment impact assessment is a professional term, which is the key to understand the question. However, since a professional term is usually composed of several words, it is difficult to be discovered (e.g., in English) or segmented (e.g., in Chinese). In addition, even if the profession terms were correctly discovered or segmented, they are treated as normal words in the existing QASs, so their importance cannot be well identified. Recent researches on word embedding (e.g., word2vec, ELMo, BERT, etc.) could learn latent semantic meanings and correlations between words. However, they require a huge amount of documents to train a reasonable word model. This requirement is almost impossible to be satisfied in domain-specific professional domains. Second, the entered questions and the questions in QA database might usually express the same semantic meaning in different ways. For example, “How’s the weather tomorrow?” and “What will the weather be like tomorrow?” intend to ask the same question.

Aiming at these problems, this paper proposes a domain-specific non-factoid QAS by combining terminology mining and deep neural network. For the first problem, it extracts professional terms from the domain-specific documents by exploiting text mining technique and Web knowledge. These professional terms are then used as keywords to query candidate questions. For the second problem, it ranks the candidate questions based on a deep Siamese neural network, which uses shared parameters to learn the semantic similarity between questions. The primary contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

- We propose a terminology mining method. It firstly extracts frequent phrases from the domain-specific documents using a frequent substring mining algorithm. Then, it generates professional terms from the frequent phrases through a filtering step based on lexical analysis and a verification step based on Web knowledge.

- We design a domain-specific non-factoid QAS by combining information retrieval (IR) technique and deep neural network. It firstly queries candidate questions from the QA database by using the professional terms as keywords. Then, it ranks the candidate questions by considering both the matching score of the professional terms and the semantic similarity computed by a deep Siamese neural network. The integration of IR technique and deep neural network is adopted to make a balance between keyword-level matching and sentence-level matching.

- We evaluate the proposed method based on two real QA databases in the domain of environment protection and childcare. The results show the effectiveness of the terminology mining and the strategy of QAS design.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3 details the domain-specific non-factoid QAS, including the architecture of QAS, the terminology mining method, and the Siamese neural network. Section 4 reports
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 The Non-Factoid QAS

Most of the existing QAS researches focus on factoid QA task due to the following reasons. First, the factoid QASs are more suitable for open domain questions [8, 34], which could be properly answered by a simple fact represented as an entity or a concept, while open domain QA databases could be more easily obtained for experiments. Second, most advanced QAS techniques could only be applied for the factoid QA task, e.g., knowledge graph [7, 8], machine comprehension [9, 35]. However, the factoid QASs are not suitable for professional domain QA task.

For non-factoid QA task, early researches apply template techniques to design the QASs [10, 11], which gets answers based on template matching or rewriting pattern matching. However, template technique based QASs need to manually define a large number of templates or patterns, leading to scalability problems. IR techniques are mostly applied for designing non-factoid QASs. For example, Lu et al. [12] and Liu et al. [13] applied IR technique to query the Web search engine and rank the relevant results to get the answer. Feng et al. [14] designed a QAS by using keyword searching, which is implemented based on vector space model and Lucene search engine. Komiya et al. [15] proposed two methods to improve the non-factoid QASs. One is the modification of measurement of mutual information for query expansion, and the other is an answer evaluation method that utilizes the Web relevance score and the translation probability. Savenkov [16] designed a non-factoid QAS by combining candidates extracted from answers in the QA database that are relevant to the questions and Web documents retrieved from Web search engine. However, IR techniques cannot well address the lexico-syntactic gap problem, i.e., two questions may have the same meaning but differ lexically and syntactically.

With the development of deep learning and embedding technology, recent researches tried to apply deep neural networks to design non-factoid QASs. For example, Zhou et al. [17] firstly applied auto-encoders to learn the semantic representation of queries and answers, and then trained the question-answer matching model by maximizing the similarity between the queries and the corresponding answers on top of their semantic representative vectors. Qiu and Huang [18] proposed a convolutional neural tensor network, which integrates the sentence modeling and semantic matching into a single model. Das et al. [19] proposed a deep Siamese neural network called SCQA for similar question retrieval. SCQA consists of twin convolutional neural networks with shared parameters and a contrastive loss function joining them. The experiment results showed that deep Siamese neural network can well address the lexico-syntactic gap problem and outperforms the existing translation models, topic models and other deep neural networks. However, it is very difficult for the deep learning techniques to identify the professional terms and their importance to understand the questions, especially when the training corpus is not large enough. It is precisely the situation of professional domains.
2.2 The Key-Phrase Extraction

The existing key-phrase extraction methods could be divided into two categories, i.e., supervised methods and unsupervised methods. The supervised methods apply machine learning technique for key-phrase extraction. For example, Abulaish and Anwar [20] extracted key-phrases based on a classification model trained based on a variety of lexical and grammatical features in the documents. Turney [21] developed a key-phrase mining algorithm called GenEx, which classifies key-phrases by combining the parametrized heuristic rules and the genetic algorithm. However, supervised methods require a large number of documents, where the true key-phrases are correctly tagged. It is almost impossible for specific professional domains. The unsupervised methods extract key-phrases by exploiting features such as word frequency, word positions and so on. For example, Kumar et al. [22] proposed a key-phrase extraction algorithm for scientific documents using N-gram filtration technique. Gao et al. [23] proposed a two-step key-phrase extraction method, where the position-weighted TF*PDF algorithm is proposed to obtain and weight the candidate hot terms. Xie et al. [24] regarded a document as a sequential dataset and proposed a sequential pattern mining algorithm to extract key-phrases.

However, these methods cannot well extract the professional terms. First, a professional term is usually composed of several words. Thus, they cannot be discovered before they are properly identified (e.g., in English) or segmented (e.g., in Chinese). Second, the existing keyword extraction algorithms cannot distinguish between professional terms and normal keywords. Thus, they would treat the professional terms and normal keywords equally.

3. METHOD

3.1 Preliminary

We formally define the non-factoid question answering problem in this paper as follows. Given a real-time question $Q$ and a QA database $D = \{D_1, D_2, ..., D_n\}$, where $D_k = (D_k.Q, D_k.A)$, $D_k.Q$ is a question, and $D_k.A$ is the corresponding answer to $D_k.Q$, the goal is to find $D_k.A$, whose corresponding question $D_k.Q$ is the most relevant to $Q$. Thus, the non-factoid question answering task could actually be viewed as a semantic query problem.

Fig. 1 shows the architecture of the proposed domain-specific non-factoid QAS, which consists of three modules, i.e., the terminology mining module, the semantic matching module, and the answer retrieval module. The terminology mining module extracts professional terms from the domain-specific documents offline through a frequent phrase mining step and a professional term generation step. The semantic matching module trains a semantic sentence matching model offline based on a deep Siamese neural network. The answer retrieval module processes the user’s online question through a query step and a ranking step by leveraging the extracted professional terms and the semantic sentence matching model.
3.2 The Terminology Mining Module

The professional terms are essential for understanding the domain-specific questions, while a professional term is usually composed of several words. For example, *convolutional neural network* is a professional term in the computer science domain and *environment impact assessment* is a professional term in the environment protection domain. To effectively extract the professional terms, we propose a terminology mining method, which works in two phases as follows.

In the first phase, we extract frequent phrases from the domain-specific documents. The simplest strategy for extracting frequent phrases is to use the N-Gram technique. Specifically, given a minimum support threshold \( \text{min}_\text{sup} \), we could extract all the substrings with length larger than 1, where the occurrence count of each substring is larger than \( \text{min}_\text{sup} \). However, this strategy would result in too many redundant phrases. For example, if *convolutional neural network* were a frequent phrase, all its substrings would be frequent phrases (i.e., *convolutional neural* and *neural network*). Aiming at this problem, we propose a frequent phrase mining algorithm as shown in Fig. 2. The algorithm firstly creates a tree and inserts each extracted frequent N-Gram phrase into the tree according to its prefix (lines 1-14). Then, the algorithm outputs all the non-redundant frequent phrases by traversing the tree (lines 15-20). Here, we define a frequent phrase \( P_j \) is a super-phrase of \( P_i \) if \( P_i \) is a substring of \( P_j \) and the occurrence count of \( P_j \) equals that of \( P_i \). Then, a frequent phrase \( P_i \) is non-redundant, if \( P_i \) does not have any super-phrases. Fig. 3 gives a toy example to illustrate the frequent phrase mining process, given \( DS = \{"ABCBC", "ABCB", "ACAC"\} \) and \( \text{min}_\text{sup} = 2 \), where each letter in \( DS \) stands for a word.
Frequent Phrase Mining Algorithm

Input: A set of domain-specific document, DS
The minimum support of frequent phrases, min_sup

Output: A set of frequent phrases, PS

1. Create a tree $T_r$ with a root node $Root$
2. for $n = 1$ to $\infty$ do
3.     Scan each document in $DS$ to find all the $n$-Gram phrases $nPS$, the support of each phrase in which $\geq$ min_sup
4.     if $nPS \neq \emptyset$ then
5.         if $n = 1$ then
6.             for each phrase $P_i$ in $nPS$ do
7.                 Append $P_i$ as a child node to $Root$
8.         else
9.             for each phrase $P_i$ in $nPS$ do
10.                Conduct a deep first search in $T_r$ to find a branch $Br$ that matches $P_i[0:n-1]$
11.                Append $P_i[n-1]$ as a child node to the last node $Ln$ in $Br$
12.                Set the weight of the edge between $P_i[n-1]$ and $Ln$ as the occurrence count of $P_i$
13.         else
14.Break the loop
15. Conduct a deep first traversal in $T_r$ and for each branch $Br_i$ do
16.    if length$(Br_i) > 1$ then
17.        if the last node in $Br_i$ is a leaf node then
18.            Treat $Br_i$ as a frequent phrase and append it to $PS$
19.        else if length$(Br_i) > 2$ && the weight of the last edge $<$ the weight of the previous edge then
20.            Treat $Br_i[0:\text{length}(Br_i)-1]$ as a frequent phrase and append it to $PS$

Fig. 2 The pseudo code of the frequent phrase mining algorithm.
In the second phrase, we generate professional terms from the extracted frequent phrases. Since the extracted frequent phrases are likely to contain many common phrases, we design a filtering step and a verification step to filter out common phrases as many as possible. The filtering step works based on a word frequency filter and a POS (Part Of Speech) filter. Given the set of extracted frequent phrases $PS$, the word frequency filter works as follows: For each frequent phrase $P_i$ in $PS$, we submit $P_i$ to a search engine (e.g., Google, Baidu, etc.) and obtain the number of retrieved results $nr_i$. If $nr_i$ is larger than a predefined threshold $\delta$, we will filter out $P_i$ from $PS$. The intuition is that the common phrases are likely to be used more frequently than professional terms. The POS filter works as follows: We firstly perform POS tagging for each domain-specific document in $DS$. Then, for each frequent phrase $P_i$ in $PS$, if $P_i$ has never been tagged as a noun phrase in the POS tagging results, it will be filtered out from $PS$. We use the regular expression based chunking method in NLTK tool to get the noun phrases on the basis of POS tagging. The intuition is that most professional terms are noun phrases. On the other hand, the verification step is designed by leveraging Web knowledge and works as follows: For each frequent phrase $P_i$ in $PS$, we query $P_i$ in several existing Web knowledge bases (e.g., Wikipedia, Probase, etc.). If $P_i$ exists in at least one of the Web knowledge base (e.g., as an entry in Wikipedia, as an entity in Probase, etc.), it will be kept as a professional term. Otherwise, it will be filtered out from $PS$. After performing the filtering and verification steps, the final set of frequent phrases will be treated as the set of professional terms $TS$.

### 3.3 The Semantic Matching Module

The semantic matching module trains a semantic sentence matching model, which measures the semantic similarity between different sentences. The semantic sentence matching model is used to rank the candidate questions by measuring the semantic similarity between the real-time question and each candidate question.

We apply a Siamese neural network to train the semantic sentence matching model. Siamese neural networks have been proposed for a number of metric learning tasks [25, 26]. A Siamese neural network is composed of twin networks, which share the same pa-
parameters and accept different inputs. The twin networks are joined by an energy function, which computes the semantic relatedness of the two inputs. As shown in Figure 4(a), the proposed Siamese neural network consists of three layers, i.e., the input layer, the convolutional layer, and the interactive layer. First, the input layer uses pre-trained embedding word vectors to transform an input question into a fixed-sized matrix. Note that the input question would be padded or truncated when necessary. Second, the convolutional layer consists of a pair of convolutional neural networks (CNN), which conducts a non-linear projection of the input matrix into the semantic space. As shown in Figure 4(b), each CNN is designed based on the structure of TextCNN [27], which is composed of a convolutional layer using multiple filters with different sizes, a max-over-time-pooling layer, and a fully connected layer. The final output of each CNN is a fixed-sized semantic vector. Finally, the interactive layer adopts cosine similarity as the energy function to measure the similarity between the semantic vectors.

**Fig. 4** The architecture of the proposed Siamese neural network: (a) the overall architecture; (b) the architecture of the convolutional layer.

Based on a training sample set $SS$ with each training sample $ts_i = \{qa_i, qb_i, y_i\}$, where $\{qa_i, qb_i\}$ is a pair of questions and $y_i \in \{1, 0\}$ is the label (when $qa_i$ is relevant with $qb_i$, $y_i = 1$, and otherwise, $y_i = 0$), the Siamese neural network is trained with the aim to maximize the similarity between relevant questions and minimize the similarity between irrelevant questions. We use the contrastive loss function as Equation 1 to train the Siamese neural network, where $y_i'$ is the predicted similarity between $qa_i$ and $qb_i$ by the interactive layer. After the Siamese neural network is trained, it could output a score of similarity for each pair of questions.
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\[ L = \sum_{i=1}^{[SS]} loss(qa_i, qb_i) \]  

\[ loss(qa_i, qb_i) = y_i e_i^2 + (1 - y_i) \max(1 - e_i, 0)^2 \]  

\[ e_i = |y_i' - y_i| \]

3.4 The Answer Retrieval Module

The answer retrieval module processes the user’s online question through a query step and a ranking step, where the query step is used to search the candidate questions and the ranking step is used to rank all candidate questions to get the most appropriate answer.

Given an online input question \( Q \), the query step works as follows: First, we find all professional terms in \( Q \). It can be implemented by string matching algorithm (e.g., for English) or word segmentation algorithm (e.g., for Chinese). Second, we compute the importance of each found professional term and keep the most important \( k \) professional terms, denoted as \( KT(Q) \). The importance computation can be implemented by using the TextRank algorithm [28]. Note that if the number of found professional terms is less than \( k \), we would supplement \( KT(Q) \) with the most important \( k - |KT(Q)| \) normal words, denoted as \( KW(Q) \). Then, the query keywords \( K(Q) = KT(Q) \cup KW(Q) \). Finally, we use \( K(Q) \) to query the candidate questions based on Lucene search engine. The fetched set of candidate questions is denoted as \( CQ(Q) \).

The ranking step works as follows: For each candidate question \( Q_i \) in \( CQ(Q) \), we firstly compute the score of semantic similarity between \( Q \) and \( Q_i \) based on the trained Siamese neural network, denoted as \( ss(Q, Q_i) \). Second, we compute the score of keyword matching between \( Q \) and \( Q_i \) based on Equation 4, denoted as \( sm(Q, Q_i) \), where \( \alpha \) is used to adjust the importance of professional terms and normal words \((0.5 < \alpha < 1)\). Finally, the final score of matching \( Q \) and \( Q_i \) is calculated based on Equation 5, where \( \lambda \) is used to adjust the importance of semantic similarity score and keyword matching score. Then, the answer corresponding to the candidate question with the highest final matching score is returned.

\[ sm(Q, Q_i) = \frac{\alpha \times |Q_i \cap KT(Q)| + (1 - \alpha) \times |Q_i \cap KW(Q)|}{k} \]

\[ s(Q, Q_i) = \lambda ss(Q, Q_i) + (1 - \lambda) sm(Q, Q_i) \]

4. EXPERIMENT

4.1 Dataset and Experiment Setup

We used two real QA datasets (i.e., EPD and CCD) to conduct the experiments. Both
of the two datasets are in Chinese and collected from the FAQ list from real websites. The EPD dataset is in the domain of environment protection and the CCD dataset is in the domain of childcare. The EPD dataset and CCD dataset contain 699 and 1926 QA pairs, respectively.

We clarify the experiment settings as follows. First, since the two datasets are both in Chinese, we use Jieba [29], a NLP toolkit for Chinese, to pre-process the datasets, including word segmentation and stopword removal. In order to ensure that the professional terms could be accurately segmented, we add the extracted professional terms to the Jieba’s word segmentation dictionary. Second, the training of the Siamese neural network requires a large number of relevant sentence pairs, while it is infeasible to generate enough relevant question pairs from the two datasets. Aiming at this problem, we adopt a transfer learning mechanism. Specifically, we use external datasets (i.e., ATEC [30] and ChineseSTS [31]) that contain a large number of relevant sentence pairs to train the initial model, and then manually generate a small number of relevant question pairs from the two datasets to fine-tune the model (251 question pairs from the EPD dataset and 967 question pairs from the CCD dataset).

To evaluate the QAS, we generate a set of testing questions that are semantically similar with the candidate questions in the two datasets based on two ways as follows. First, we ask several domain experts to manually rewrite each candidate question in different expression. Second, we follow the approach in [32] by firstly translating each candidate question into English by using a Chinese-to-English translator and then translating it back to Chinese by using an English-to-Chinese translator. In our experiment, the Baidu translation API [33] is used. Finally, 249 testing questions are generated for the EPD dataset and 957 are generated for the CCD dataset.

The default values of the parameters are set as follows. For the terminology mining module, we set the minimum support threshold $\min\_sup = 2$ and the predefined threshold of the word frequency filter $\delta = 50000000$. For the answer retrieval module, we set the number of query words $k = 4$, and the importance of professional terms $\alpha = 0.7$.

### 4.2 The Evaluation of Terminology Mining

In this experiment, we evaluate the performance of the terminology mining module using the EPD dataset. We ask the domain experts to tag all the professional terms in the candidate questions, which are used as the ground-truth. Then, we use three metrics to quantify the terminology mining performance, i.e., Precision, Recall, and F1-score. We compare the proposed terminology mining method (denoted as OUR) with the following six methods.

- **N-Gram**: It refers to the N-Gram technique based method as mentioned in Section 3.2, where $\min\_sup = 2$.
- **N-Gram+**: It refers to the N-Gram technique augmented by the filtering step and the verification step.
- **PAT**: It refers to the PAT-tree based frequent phrase mining algorithm proposed in [37]. PAT works without the filtering step and the verification step.
- **OUR-**: It refers to the proposed terminology mining method without the filtering step and the verification step.
- **OUR (-F)**: It refers to the proposed terminology mining method without the filter-
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The experiment results are shown in Table 1. First, OUR has the best overall performance. Its advantage over OUR (-F) and OUR (-V) demonstrates the effectiveness of the filtering step and the verification step. Second, N-Gram has the highest Recall and the lowest Precision. It is because that N-Gram extracts all the frequent phrases, most of which are common and redundant phrases. Third, OUR (-F) outperforms OUR (-V). It indicates that the verification step that leverages Web knowledge and open knowledge graph could achieve a better performance at filtering out non-professional terms. Fourth, N-Gram+ has a worse performance than that of OUR (especially Precision). It demonstrates that the proposed frequent phrase mining algorithm could discover frequent phrases with higher quality by filtering out redundant and short ones. Fifth, OUR- and PAT outperform N-Gram+. It shows that the frequent phrase mining algorithm plays a more important role than the filtering and verification steps do. OUR- outperforms PAT. The proposed frequent phrase mining algorithm adopts a stricter strategy for allowing a substring to become a frequent phrase of a longer one, which is more suitable for extracting professional terms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>F1-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N-Gram</td>
<td>0.779</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-Gram+</td>
<td>0.604</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAT</td>
<td>0.565</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>0.174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUR-</td>
<td>0.546</td>
<td>0.147</td>
<td>0.232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUR (-F)</td>
<td>0.639</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>0.198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUR (-V)</td>
<td>0.770</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUR</td>
<td>0.569</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>0.305</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 The Parameter Tuning

In this experiment, we investigate the importance of the terminology mining module and the semantic matching module by adjusting the parameter $\lambda$ (Section 3.4) using the EPD dataset. We adopt MRR (Mean Reciprocal Rank) and P@K (Precision at K) as the evaluation metrics. The experiment results are shown in Figure 5. All the three evaluation metrics show a similar trend (i.e., an increasing phase and then a decreasing phase is followed) by increasing $\lambda$ from 0.1 to 0.9. When $\lambda = 0.4$, all the three evaluation metrics achieve the best score. It means that the proposed QAS tends to be in favor of keyword matching rather than semantic matching. This is in contrast to many existing researches on open domain QASs. It is because that most state-of-the-art open domain non-factoid QASs are designed by leveraging the word embedding techniques (e.g., word2vec, BERT, etc.). However, word embedding techniques require a huge amount of documents to train reasonable word vectors for words [38], not to mention word vectors for phrases. In our experiment, the number of domain specific documents is extremely limited, and the pro-
fessional terms can also not be learnt from open domain documents using pre-training scheme. This result also demonstrates that the professional terms are essential for understanding the domain-specific questions.

![The value of parameter $\lambda$](image.png)

**Fig. 5 The effect of parameter $\lambda$.**

### 4.4 The Evaluation of QAS

In this experiment, we compare the proposed QAS with the following baselines.

- **N_Query**: It uses only the most important $k$ normal keywords to query and rank the candidate questions.
- **N_Semantic_Query**: It uses the most important $k$ normal keywords to query the candidate questions, and then rank the candidate questions based on the Siamese neural network.
- **T_Query**: It uses the most important $k$ professional terms to query and rank the candidate questions.
- **SCQA**: It refers to the QAS proposed in [19], where a Siamese neural network is employed to rank the candidate questions.
- **BERT_QA**: It refers to the query-document matching method based on BERT in [39]. We use the pre-trained Chinese BERT model in [36] and fine-tune it using the EPD and CCD datasets.

The experiment results are shown in Table 2. First, T_Query consistently outperforms N_Query. It shows that the professional terms could capture the key meaning of the questions more effectively than the normal keywords do. Especially, the performance improvement from N_Query to T_Query is far more significantly on EPD (improved by 57.9%~142.5%) than that on CCD (improved by 20.4%~27.6%). It is because that environment protection is a more professional domain than childcare. For example, we found that most keywords in EPD are professional terms (e.g., volatile organic compounds, hazardous waste, factory boundary noise, etc.) that are almost impossible to identify by the keyword extraction algorithm without a professional term mining step, while most keywords in CCD are commonly used words (e.g., have a fever, cough, pneumonia, etc.)
Second, N_Semantic_Query consistently outperforms N_Query. It indicates that the Siamese neural network could more effectively measure the semantic relevance between questions than the simple word matching method does. In addition, SCQA implemented purely by Siamese neural network outperforms N_Semantic_Query in several evaluation metrics. However, the performance improvement is trivial as compared to the computational complexity of the deep learning model. It shows that combining the IR technique and deep learning model is a better strategy of designing QAS to balance the accuracy and efficiency. Third, BERT_QA does not have a significant advantage over SCQA. It even performs worse on some metrics. The reason might be as follows. Although BERT is powerful at word embedding pre-training based on a large enough corpus, it cannot well learn the word vectors for the professional terms from a specific domain based on a limited amount of documents. In summary, OUR has a significant performance improvement as compared with the baselines, especially on the EPD dataset. It demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed QAS for domain-specific professional domains.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 The comparison of different QASs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N_Query 0.316 0.265 0.313 0.386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N_Semantic_Query 0.350 0.301 0.373 0.392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T_Query 0.653 0.59 0.759 0.855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUR 0.742 0.722 0.855 0.903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCQA 0.314 0.228 0.542 0.638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT_QA 0.422 0.298 0.479 0.622</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| CCD                                    |
| N_Query 0.441 0.351 0.505 0.583        |
| N_Semantic_Query 0.507 0.448 0.533 0.605 |
| T_Query 0.531 0.448 0.583 0.652        |
| OUR 0.595 0.530 0.649 0.687           |
| SCQA 0.426 0.358 0.521 0.624          |
| BERT_QA 0.412 0.351 0.527 0.631       |

4.5 Case Study

In this section, we study the proposed QAS by investigating two real QA cases. The input query of the first case is “When did the environment impact assessment law start to be launched?”. The matching question found by SCQA is “When did the environment impact assessment start to be launched?”. These two questions are nearly the same, except that the input query contains a word “law” that does not exist in the matching question. However, environment impact assessment law and environment impact assessment
refer to totally different concepts in the environment protection domain. By mining the professional term environment impact assessment law, our method could find the correct matching question “What is the time the environment impact assessment law was introduced?”. Similarly, for the input query of the second case “What kind of companies need the emergency plan for environment emergencies?”, SCQA finds an incorrect matching question “Could a company without the emergency plan go through the acceptance test procedure?”, and our method finds the correct matching question “Who needs to formulate the emergency plan for environment emergencies?”, by discovering the professional term emergency plan for environment emergencies.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we design a domain-specific non-factoid QAS by combining IR technique and deep neural network. First, it extracts professional terms from the domain-specific documents based on a frequent phrase mining algorithm and a common phrase filtering method. Second, it trains a deep Siamese neural network to match the question pairs in the semantic space. Finally, it queries and ranks the candidate answers for an online input question by considering the professional term matching and the semantic relevance simultaneously. We have conducted extensive experiments based on real QA databases in specific professional domains. The experiment results have shown that the professional terms could bring significant performance improvement. It is because that the professional terms are domain-specific knowledge that could not be easily learnt by the deep neural network, especially when the training corpus is not large enough.

In the future, we will extend our work from the following aspects. First, we will enhance the non-factoid QAS by Web knowledge. When the QA database on hand cannot support the online question, the QAS could use a Web search engine to query the candidate answers. Second, we will design a unified QAS that could answer both the factoid and non-factoid questions by integrating the professional terms into a knowledge graph.
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